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<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

LtJG. Quchant
::at station running diags::

Lt. Varek
::sitting in the XO chair::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::in Sickbay, taking inventory for the good doctor::

Capt. Brinn
::exits ready room and takes the captain's chair, looking around the bridge::

LtJG. Pang
::checking the tac console::

LtJG. Quchant
::readying report for CO::

LtJG. Tharrn
::in his counseling room::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::in sickbay office, doing reports::
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<STARBASE> COM Seleya: You are cleared to leave

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Ship status?

Lt. Varek
::stands for the Captain, then sits beside her::

Lt. Lenor
::at Science console::

Lt. Peters
::Leaves quarters and heads for engineering::

Shuttle Excalibur
at warp 3, bearing 358 mark 6, towards SB211

LtJG. Pang
::running diagnostics on weaponry::

Lt. Peters
::Approaches TL::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  acknowledge the clearance, if you would.

Villaina Trump II
::hiding in a J-Tube, munching on stolen rations::

Lt. Varek
CO: All departments reported in at satisfactory if not optimum efficiency, SIr

Lt. Lenor
::talking with Ensign Stevens.... running diagnostics on senors::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::her mind starts to drift, but she refocuses on the task at hand::

Lt. Peters
::Waits along time before TL arrives::

Capt. Brinn
::nods:: All:  Prepare for immediate departure.

LtJG. Quchant
::runs undocking procedures::

LtJG. Pang
::re-confirms all at 100% efficiency::

Lt. Varek
COM STARBASE: Thank you, we are on our way.

Lt. Peters
::Makes a mental note to check the TL systems::

Villaina Trump II
::streches langorously::

Lt. Peters
TL:  Deck 36 {deck}

Capt. Brinn
Mr. Quchant:  Disengage when ready.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes sir..

LtJG. Tharrn
::reads Guglarons file to be prepared for the new XO::

Shuttle Excalibur
eta to SB 211 is 10 minutes

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she begins wondering about the last date she had::

LtJG. Quchant
::disengages docking clamps::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::tosses padd onto desk, leaves office::

LtJG. Pang
::wonders about new FCO::

Lt. Peters
::Arrives in engineering::

Capt. Brinn
Mr. Jones:  Lay in course for Kilawhu, engage when we are clear.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: thrusters at station keeping

Capt. Brinn
Quchant: Acknowledged.

Villaina Trump II
::absent mindedly taps a tune on a pipe:::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she walks into Praxton's office, report in hand::

Lt. Varek
*Engineering*: Lt. Peters, what is the status of our repairs and retrofits?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks up at Aloran:: How's the inventory going>

LtJG. Quchant
::glad he got the new bridge fitted perfectly::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Disengage from the station.

Ens D. Jones
:::plots course for Kiawhu ::::: 

LtJG. Pang
::watches as Jones taps FCO console::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes sir...

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  The repairs are complete, but need further diags.  Refit as you can tell is fine, no problems there.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::hands the report to the doctor:: Praxton: It's going. Almost done, in fact.

LtJG. Quchant
::pilots ship towards docking bay doors::

Lt. Varek
#Peters: Thank you, Lt.

Lt. Peters
Weismann:  What the hell is that irritating tapping noise?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Thompson: Great, we need to ready for any contingency.

Lt. Lenor
::tries to keep mind on what she is doing::

LtJG. Pang
::hopes that this mission will not have tragic consequences::

Villaina Trump II
::feels the ship moving:: Alright...lets get going.

Shuttle Excalibur
{#} Seleya: respond on open channel please

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:Peters:  I don't know sir.

LtJG. Quchant
::nods at Jones to take over conn control::

Capt. Brinn
FCO:  When we're clear, engage half impulse.  There's still a bomb floating in space we have to deal with.  

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Praxton: We're covered. ::she smiles:: Anything else, sir?

Lt. Varek
LtJG. Pang: respond to the hail, Lt.

LtJG. Pang
XO:  we are being hailed ....

LtJG. Tharrn
::heads for the bridge::
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THE SHUTTLE EXCALIBUR COMES INTO TRANSPORTER RANGE OF THE USS SELEYA

Ens D. Jones
:::takes over FCO Console :::

Shuttle Excalibur
Nearing Seleya

Lt. Peters
Weismann:  Well go find out it's giving me a headache.

LtJG. Pang
XO Aye Sir ..... on screen now!

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Ready to leave sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Thompson: not at the moment, good job.  

LtJG. Pang
{hailing}

LtJG. Tharrn
{deck} ::enters the bridge::

Ens D. Jones
:::Taps in figurtes for Kiawhu:::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Excellent.  Let's move it.  Engage.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Praxton: May I be dismissed?

Shuttle Excalibur
::slows to impulse speed on approach to Seleya::

Villaina Trump II
::changes the tune, but keeps her foot tapping away::

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:Peters: Yes sir.

Ens D. Jones
::::engages:::{warp}

Lt. Varek
PANG: Who is hailing us, Lt

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...shall we wait for the commander?

LtJG. Pang
{hailing} identify please ...

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Thompson: Yes, if you are off shift.  Dismissed.

LtJG. Tharrn
::nods at Brinn: Brinn: Captain. ::takes a seat::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  We'll meet him on the way.

LtJG. Pang
XO ... I believe it is Commander Guglaron ... I am trying to get him on screen ....

Shuttle Excalibur
Seleya: I am carryning Cmdr. Guglaron, your new XO, rendezvouse peadse

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she glances down at her chronometer, and then goes to shuffle a few more things around in sickbay::
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THE USS EXCALIBUR FOLLOWS AT WARP

Shuttle Excalibur
{#} Seleya: standby to receive shuttle

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Any communication with the Excalibur?

Lt. Peters
::Goes to console and check TL systems::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::decides that sickbay is in capable hands and heads out to the bridge::

Lt. Peters
::Runs a level 3 diag::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she cleans everything up spotlessly, and then gets ready to go off shift::

LtJG. Quchant
::co-ordinate with shuttle computer to recieve shuttle into docking bay at warp::

LtJG. Pang
::gets shuttle on screen finally:: Sir I have the Shuttle commander on screen ... 

Lt. Varek
CO: They are apparently a bit early, sir. I believe they may be prepared to drop off Cmdr. Guglaron as we speak

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters TL:: TL: bridge {desk}

Capt. Brinn
#Excalibur:  Greetings.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
{deck}

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Ready to remote pilot the shuttle into the shuttle bay when you are sir

Lt. Lenor
:: sends Ens. Stevens to inventory all science supplies... Stevens is not happy about it::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Seleya: greetings, may I board please

Lt. Varek
CO: Shall I greet the Commander and bring him here, sir?

Villaina Trump II
::quits tapping her foot and starts crawling through the J-Tube::

LtJG. Pang
::is cross at slowness of shuttle's responses to hailing::

LtJG. Quchant
::watches Ens. Stevens stomp past him::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::leaves TL and enters bridge::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::turns to see the Doctor leave, and then decides to stick around for a bit::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  No, you will have the bridge.  I'll greet him.

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::Enters J-tube looking for tapping noise::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::just until she gets back, then it's off for her quarters and a good book::

Villaina Trump II
::hops out of the J-Tube:

Lt. Varek
All: Let's get that shuttle aboard safely and get back to business

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  Welcome aboard.  Dock at your convenience, I'll meet you there.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::patches Shuttle Computer to Seleya frequency: Seleya: you have remore Shuttle control

LtJG. Pang
::tries to control her blood pressure::

Lt. Varek
CO: aye, sir

Ens D. Jones
:::Checking course plot and speed ...nods good steady at Warp 2 :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I look for ward to that sir

LtJG. Quchant
Gug: acknowledged

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::crawls along j-tube just missing Trump::

Villaina Trump II
::finds herself in a little used hallway::
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<Enisgn Savern> ::limps into sickbay and collapses on floor with broken ankle in front of Lt Thompson::

Capt. Brinn
::turns bridge over to Varek, and exits, on her way to shuttlebay::

LtJG. Quchant
::remote pilots shuttle into shuttle bay::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::stands at the back of the bridge observing::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::sits up on a biobed, and begins to daydream a little::

Lt. Peters
::Notices the tapping has stop::

Villaina Trump II
:::sees *Hydro-Ponics* on a door in front of her::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::shuttle docks::

Lt. Varek
::looks over bridge crew studying dispassionately their performance::

LtJG. Pang
::rechecks her console ....::

Capt. Brinn
::arrives in shuttle bay and awaits Guglaron's arrival::

Lt. Peters
::Looks down at console, TL systems seem OK::

LtJG. Pang
::conscious that Varek again is watching::

LtJG. Quchant
Varek: Sir...shuttle onboard....all ready to resume warp

Lt. Lenor
::parts of the dream keeps coming back in her mind..... tries to think of somthing else::

Villaina Trump II
::slips in the door, noticing the room is empty::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::opens doors to shuttle::

Cmdr. Guglaron
:exits Shuttle and sees CO::

Capt. Brinn
::prepares welcome::

Lt. Varek
Quchant: engage, LT. Quchant

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO:: Cmdr. Guglaron reporting

Ens D. Jones
:::runs routine level one dianostic on FCO system ::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks down at her feet, sad::

Capt. Brinn
Commander Guglaron, welcome aboard.

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: thank you sir

Capt. Brinn
I trust the journey here was pleasant?

LtJG. Pang
::wonders what the new XO will be like ::

Lt. Varek
Jones: Take us to warp, ensign

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: it was abit cramped, but sufficient

LtJG. Quchant
::aborts level 1 diag.....engages at warp 6::..{warp}

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she smiles, recalling Peter's last comment to her as they parted after their date::

Capt. Brinn
::makes small talk with Gug as they head out of the shuttlebay::

Ens D. Jones
Varek : Certainly Sir 

Lt. Lenor
::looks around bridge... seems different with out Ritcher::
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<Ensign Savern> ::looks up from floor of Sickbay:: Can someone help me here ? I think I have broken my ankle !

Ens D. Jones
::increases to Warp 5 ::

LtJG. Pang
::looks over to Deela ... who looks better than she did the last time Pang saw her::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::Follows CO, asks nearby Ensign to take luggage to quarters::

Lt. Varek
Pang: Please run diagnostics on tactical sensor array and weapon systems

Villaina Trump II
::looks around in the hydro ponics room::

LtJG. Pang
::grins::

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::Finds a starfleet rations wrapper::

LtJG. Quchant
::wonders why Jones has increased FROM warp 6 TO warp 5::

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Do you wish to rest before assuming duty, or would you prefer jumping right in?

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::glances down, and then helps the ensign up onto a bed::

LtJG. Pang
Varek: Aye sir ... just completed ... everything is 100%

Villaina Trump II
::nibbles on some food growing there::

Lt. Lenor
::smiles a weak smile at Pang.... turns and goes back to work::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::adjusts uniform and Klingon sache::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Savern: Ensign, what happened?

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:Peters , Weismann here sir.  I've just found a rations wrapper.

Lt. Varek
Pang: Coordinate with science on insuring that our probes are in full working order as well, we may need them

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she grabs a tricorder, and runs a scan::

Capt. Brinn
::smiles, thinking that was a silly question, given the Klingon nature::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO:: I would like to get to it Sir, I have taken the liberty of reading the subspace message concerning our Mission

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she finds a fracture in his ankle, grabs the bone mender::

LtJG. Pang
Varek: Aye Sir ... Lenor:  can you assist please?

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  If you'll come with me, we'll head to the bridge then.

Villaina Trump II
::starts looking at an interesting plant, and knocks over a whole row of plants, sending water and plants splashing to the floor::

Lt. Peters
Weismann:  Where are you?

Capt. Brinn
::enters TL and holds door for Guglaron::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Of course Sir ::Follows CO::

LtJG. Pang
::downloads probe information ::

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:  Heres noise coming from hydroponics::

Capt. Brinn
::TL zooms to the bridge::

LtJG. Quchant
::runs remote diag level 3 on gug's shuttle::

Villaina Trump II
::slips and knocks over more plants, getting soaked:::

Lt. Lenor
::looking at console... recieves a warning that temp. is Fluctuating in the Hydroponics bay

Lt. Lenor
::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she holds the ensign's ankle still while she heals his ankle::

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:  Near the hydroponics  and I've just heard a noise coming from there.

Ens D. Jones
:::runs routine diagnois on Sensors ::

LtJG. Pang
::crosschecks probe information against science console's data::

Villaina Trump II
::slips and slides to the door, knocking over stuff on the way::

Capt. Brinn
::TL door opens, and Guglaron and Brinn exit onto the bridge::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::enters Bridge with CO::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::the job is finished::Savern: Well, just take it easy on that, if you would. Don't want to see you around here too often.

Lt. Peters
Weismann:  OK, stay where you are.  I'll inform sec.

LtJG. Quchant
::runs power diags on hydroponics bay::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks around the Bridge and notes the Officers hard at work::

LtJG. Pang
::notices a large Klingon ...thinks ... the new CO!!!::

Ens D. Jones
::::notes Capts entry to bridge :::

LtJG. Quchant
Lenor: I find no anomalies with the power

Lt. Varek
::stands::ALL: Captain on the bridge

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::stands as new  XO arrives on the bridge::

Capt. Brinn
All:  I'd like to introduce our new XO, Cmdr.  Guglaron.

LtJG. Quchant
::stands::

LtJG. Pang
::at attention::

LtJG. Tharrn
::raises to welcome Guglaron::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods::

Cmdr. Guglaron
ALL:: Greetings

Lt. Peters
{#}Varek:  Peters to Varek.  Can you send a team to investigate a commotion in hydroponics.

Lt. Varek
::sees the new XO and steps away from XO chair

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Varek:: Thank you.

LtJG. Quchant
::nods::

Villaina Trump II
::slips out the door, dripping water into the hallway::

Capt. Brinn
::takes seat::  Varek:  Status update, if you please?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Varek::

Lt. Varek
{#}Peters: Lt. I will see to it. What sort of commotion?

Villaina Trump II
::sees an Ensign heading down the hall towards her:: 

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::Pops head outside J-tube.  Sees the water trail

LtJG. Pang
::notices console flashing:  XO: Sir there is an intruder in hydroponics ...

Lt. Lenor
CO: I am getting readings that the temp. has fluctuated in hydrponics

Villaina Trump II
::mutters, then runs and smashes her fist into the Ensigns face::

Lt. Varek
CO: We are on course for Kilawhi, according to mission orders, sir. 

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Xo chair and smiles at Varek, Varek: thankyou for helping

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir permission to seal off the deck?

LtJG. Pang
Varek:  Shall I dispatch Security to hydroponics?

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she dismisses the Ensign to go back on duty::

Lt. Peters
#Varek:  Uncertain.  Lt weismann has found a rations wrapper in a j-tube nd now hears noise coming from the hydroponics room

Lt. Varek
Pang: Get down there and see what is going on

Villaina Trump II
::watches satisfactorily as the Ensign drops to the floor::

Ens D. Jones
Capt: Captan ETA to Kiawhu 1 minute

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sits beside the CO::

Lt. Varek
::heads for tactical to replace Lt. Pang::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::retakes her seat::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::opens PADD and notes ships systems::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Noted, thank you.  I heard something about a disturbance?  Sounds like a job for you ::smile:: Please investigate.

LtJG. Pang
Varek: Aye Sir .... ::passes over to Varek and exits bridge::

Ens D. Jones
:::computes entry to standard orbit :::

Capt. Brinn
Jones: Acknowledged.

Lt. Lenor
::glares at LtJG Quchant..... how would he know what she was thinking when she saw the warning come on her console::

Villaina Trump II
::sees Wiesmann:::

LtJG. Pang
::enters TL:: {deck}

Capt. Brinn
Jones: Slow to impulse.

Villaina Trump II
oh great....

Lt. Varek
CO: LT. PAng is on her way, but I will see to it if you prefer

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::Looking round sees an indruder::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::whispers:: CO: What is the status of the Ships readiness?

Villaina Trump II
::fires her weapon at Wiesmann and runs:::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she turns her back, writing up a report on the injury::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Not at all.  I leave security matters in your hands.

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:Trump, Hey you stop.

LtJG. Quchant
CO&Varek: Woudl you like me to seal off the deck?

LtJG. Pang
*Security* Request 3 support staff ...meet me soonest 

Ens D. Jones
 ::slows Ship:::
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THE HUGE GREEN AND BLUE PLANET OF KILAWHU GROWS IN SIZE ON THE VIEW SCREEN AS THEY NEAR

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at view screen and stands::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  It seems a little premature, til we know what we are dealing with.

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>All, intruder alert, deck 15, section 25 baker

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir

Capt. Brinn
FCO:  All stop.

Cmdr. Guglaron
FCO: standard orbit please

Ens D. Jones
::::enters standard orbit about Kiawhu 

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::turns to arm console, checks on new reports::

LtJG. Pang
::reaches hydroponics area ... waits for back-up while scanning::

Villaina Trump II
:::sees a group of people heading towards her, fires, hitting one and then turns down a new hallway::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Any sign of the Malawi?

Lt. Varek
{#}PETERS: Can you identify the intruder?

Ens D. Jones
Captain : Captain Standard orbit Sir 

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...sensors detect phaser fire on deck 15

Cmdr. Guglaron
::notes reports of the Intruder::

Capt. Brinn
Jones: Excellent.

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:Varek, No sir I didn't get a good look at them
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{phaser} FIRE RINGS OUT IN THE CORRIDORS A VILLAINA TRUMP TRIES TO ESCAPE

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she works on a few other things, and then falls back into her daydreams::

Lt. Lenor
CO: at this time sensors are not picking up anything

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: report please

LtJG. Pang
::sees one of the guards fall:: *Varek*  one of our people is injured ... am proceeding with caution

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Thompson: Is everything ready in sickbay if we get casulities?

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Seal the area

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: shall I go and assist

Lt. Peters
Weismann.  Andrew what's happening.

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Multiple phaser fire deck 15...::seals deck 15::

Villaina Trump II
::stops and looks around her::

LtJG. Pang
{phaser} sees the intruder ... misses::

Lt. Varek
::checking sensors to see if it was a federation weapon fired::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands up::

Ens D. Jones
::checks parameters of orbit against calculated figures and finds them within acceptible ranges :::

Villaina Trump II
::sees Pang::

LtJG. Pang
::backup guards in support::

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>:Peters:  We have an intruder sir security are on it.

Capt. Brinn
#Sickbay:  Prepare for casualties; I'm not sure what is going on, but I want you ready.

LtJG. Pang
::aims again ::{phaser}

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: thank you, maintain reports

Villaina Trump II
::fires at Pang, turns to keep running::

Lt. Varek
::slerting security to be dispatched to levels above and below the intruder location::

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Yellow alert status.

Lt. Lenor
::hopes CO heard her....::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: Yellow alert

LtJG. Quchant
::gets report of casualaties::

Capt. Brinn
::acknowledges Lenor's report::  

Lt. Peters
#Weismann:  Well leave them to it.  Get back here I don't want engineers getting in the way of sec.

LtJG. Pang
::set to stun ... thinks how could I have missed!?::

LtJG. Pang
::runs after Trump::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she prepares things for some kind of an emergency..any kind of emergency::

LtJG. Quchant
::iniates yellow alert protocols::

Villaina Trump II
::sees a ventilation grate at her feet::

Lt. Varek
CO: Sir, it is possible the terrorist made it aboard the Seleya

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Keep scanning for them; they must be here somewhere.

Ens D. Jones
:::calculates Deorbit proceedures in case it proves neccessary :::

LtJG. Pang
{phaser}  

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::Reluctantly::#Peters, Yes sir.

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  It is a possibility, though I'm something at a loss to explain how.

Villaina Trump II
::tries to open the grate::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::over hears reports of casulites:: CO: if you will excuse me, I'm heading to sickbay.

Lt. Lenor
::continues scanning::

Lt. Varek
CO: I do not understand either, sir.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks to Science Console::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  If there is an intruder, I want him/her/them apprehended.

Lt. Varek
CO: understood, sir

LtJG. Quchant
::informs sickbay of casualties on deck 15::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::stands to leave the bridge:;

Cmdr. Guglaron
::widens scan perameters::

LtJG. Pang
::almost catches Trump ... but intruder is armed and dangerous::

Cmdr. Guglaron
{scanners}

Capt. Brinn
#Praxton:  Acknowledged.

Lt. Peters
{#}Pang:  Where is the intruder?  May be we can cut them off with the force fields

Villaina Trump II
::grate sticks:::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters TL::{deck} 15

Ens D. Jones
::scans for intruders in this space ::::

LtJG. Pang
*Varek* I could do with more backup ...

Lt. Varek
::continues to issue orders to security personnel, leading them to tactical positions to intercept the intruder::

LtJG. Quchant
::readies site to site transport for the medics as deck is sealed::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I report an unidentified Person, deck 15

Cmdr. Guglaron
section 12

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Thompson: meet me on deck 15 with a med kit, please

LtJG. Pang
*Peters*  Hydroponics .... trying to raise a grating to escape ....

Lt. Varek
CO: permission to leave the bridge, sir. I am heading down there

Lt. Lenor
::picks up Space Station on Scanners::

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Excellent.  Can we get a transporter lock?

Ens D. Jones
::::notes relative positions of all objects in near space :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Yes sir

LtJG. Pang
::flying tackle at Trump ... grabs legs::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Granted.  Good luck.

LtJG. Quchant
Praxton: Deck 15 is sealed..I will have to transport you and your staff in

Cmdr. Guglaron
::congigures Transporter::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::exits TL on deck 15::

Lt. Varek
::heads for TL::

Villaina Trump II
::kicks at Pang::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she hears the summons, grabs a medkit, and hustles down to deck 15::

Lt. Lenor
CO: I am getting the space station on scanners.... should be in viewing range

Lt. Varek
{deck}

LtJG. Pang
OUCH! .... ::hangs on to legs for dear life::

Lt. Varek
::headed for deck 15::

Lt. Peters
#Pang: Ok.::Activates force field to block Trump's escape::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Is it possible to get a lock on the intruder?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::notices TL doors won't open::

Villaina Trump II
:::fights like a hell-Kat::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: transporter lock on UnID person established

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she gets to the TR, and requests a transport in to deck 15::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Quchant: can you beam me onto deck 15 please?

LtJG. Pang
Security Guard:  DONT JUST STAND THERE ... ASSIST ME!

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::Arrives back in engineering::

LtJG. Pang
::fights like a hellion::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes sir...I will have to filter the crew combadges out of the internal sensors

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Acknowledged.  As soon as possible, I want to know the status of the station.  Life signs, etc.

Lt. Peters
<Weismann>::Passes wrapper to Peters::

Lt. Varek
<security> ::reaches down to grab assailants arm::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Make it so.

Lt. Lenor
CO: Scans show 55 humaniod forms.... but no life signs

LtJG. Pang
<Security Guard> ::joins the fray ....

LtJG. Quchant
::starts to filter out commbadges....grade by grade::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she beams in, and goes to Dr. Praxton:: Praxton: Doctor?

LtJG. Quchant
::down to a dozen life forms::

Lt. Varek
::exits TL quickly::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks briefly at View Screen and sees Station looming into view::

LtJG. Pang
::is kicked and bitten hard::

Villaina Trump II
::biting, scratching::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Indeed....  The operational status of the station?

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: May I suggest to go to yellow alert, Captain?

LtJG. Quchant
::gets it down to intruder and security in scuffle::

Lt. Peters
::Thinks these rations contain a high concentration of Triadamin::

LtJG. Pang
::resists the temptation to bite back::

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  I ordered it some time ago.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Thompson: we wait here until we get the go ahead from Pang.

Lt. Varek
::runs through halls searching for intruder and PAng::

LtJG. Pang
::knocks Villain out::
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Capt. Brinn
::delayed reaction, the station goes to yellow alert::

Cmdr. Guglaron
{alert} Yellow Alert

Lt. Lenor
CO: appears to be Operational.... life support systems are functioning

Villaina Trump II
::knocked out::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she nods, and then grips her medkit::

Lt. Peters
{#}Security:  The ration the intruder has just eaten contains triadamin.  See if you can lock onto that.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...I have got it down as far as possible...I could beam everyone into a holding cell in the brig

Cmdr. Guglaron
COMM: All non essential personel, remain in your quarters, there is an Intruder on board

Lt. Varek
::comes around corner to see the fray::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Excellent.  Security status of the station?  

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::gets report of many casulites flowing into Sickbay, wishes she could be in two places at once::

LtJG. Pang
::also injured ... cannot stand:: **Varek** I have disabled an intruder ... but am not too good myself ...
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LtJG. Pang
::passes out::

Cmdr. Guglaron
VareK: status please

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Hold position.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...permission to beam intruder and security into brig

Lt. Varek
::heads to assist Pang:: CO: Sir, the intruder has been disabled

Capt. Brinn
::studies the station::

Ens D. Jones
:::slows shiop relative to the station going for a "Close pass " ::::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Do so at once.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Thompson: wait here and triage any injured crew, I'm heading back to sickbay

LtJG. Pang
::unconscious::
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Villaina Trump II
::scratching in her unconcious state still:::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she hears the report, and gets ready to do the triage thing::

Lt. Varek
CO: We will escort the intruder to the brig, sir

Lt. Lenor
CO: Sir.... what ever happened... they were not aware... They never even went to yellow alert....

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
{#} Quchant: beam me back to sickbay, please

Ens D. Jones
:::Stops ship relative to the Station :::

LtJG. Pang
::dreaming that someone is still fighting her::

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  Acknowledged, you and the intruder are being beamed to secure quarters.

LtJG. Quchant
::transports intruder and surrounding security into holding cell in brig:: {transporyter}

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Acknowledged.

Cmdr. Guglaron
{transporter} :: transport Pang to SB::

Ens D. Jones
Captain : All Stop Captain ::smiles :::

LtJG. Quchant
::beams Doc to sickbay:: {transporter}
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<Ensign Smith> Computer: Activate {emh}

LtJG. Pang
::still unconscious::

Capt. Brinn
::raises eyebrow at Jones:: Excellent, Ensign.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Staff: Report
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<EMH> Please state the nature of the medical emergency

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Report, Intruder cpatured, now in SB with a number of Personel, some injured

Lt. Varek
::appears in brig with intruder::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::looks around, and then realises that there is no one who needs help::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::gets report from staff::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she heads back to Sickbay::

Capt. Brinn
#Varek, Praxton:  Keep the XO posted as to status.

LtJG. Quchant
::runs sensor sweep of deck 15::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::sees Pang laying on biobed::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Permission to go to SB

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
{#} Co: Aye

Capt. Brinn
::thinks some time to think would be nice::

LtJG. Pang
::has headache even in her dreams::

Lt. Varek
{#} CO: Aye, sir

Lt. Lenor
::continues to scan area to see if she can find out what happened::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir...all stations secured on deck 15....permission to unseal deck

Capt. Brinn
Commander:  Yes, if you like.  Things seem under control.

Lt. Peters
Eng.  Crew:  Now the intruder is caught I want full diags of all systems. ::Groans from the crew::, No matter how long it takes.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: proceed

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::runs a scan on Pang::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Aye Sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::check results::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she arrives in sickbay, puts the medkit down, and grabs a tricorder::

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  Belay that, keep me posted.  Do you think you've got them all?

Lt. Varek
::begins to look over intruder, scanning with a tricorder::

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#} Varek: I am on way to SB, meet me there please

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Thompson: see what you can do for Pang, while I check out the other injuries

Lt. Peters
{#}Bridge:  We are beginning full diags of all systems.  Just in case the intruder has been tampering.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::leaves Bridge::

LtJG. Pang
::bleeding internallly::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
:;she nods, taking a tricorder to Pang::

Lt. Varek
{#} CO: I was aware of only one intruder, sir

Ens D. Jones
:::runs diags of own gear :::

LtJG. Quchant
Computer: Deactivate secuirty seal on deck 15...Operationally Authorisation Quchant 7 4 Alpha

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she is alarmed at what she finds::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::enters TL and arrives in SB::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sees Varek in SB::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Praxton: Pang is bleeding internally.

Capt. Brinn
#Cmdr: Varek is occupied with the intruder.  That is his priority at the moment.  Do you need other security personnel?

LtJG. Pang
::lapses more deeply into unconscious state::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: I have been listening to your reports, anything else?

Villaina Trump II
:::purrs softly in her sleep::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Pang on Biobed::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to EMH:: checking progress on other patients

Lt. Lenor
::scans station again.... trying to get more info on station::

Capt. Brinn
::sits in seat, studies the quiet station::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::gets Pang on a biobed, and gets ready to do a little exploratory::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: what is the condition of this Officer (Pang)

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::sets fractures on Ens. Marley::

Lt. Peters
Eng.  Crew:  Keep me informed as to your progress.  Ok, get on with it.

Lt. Varek
::scanning the catlike humanoid before him::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Any further hints as to what might have happened?

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she pulls on her scrubs, and gets the scanning equipment, and laser scapel over where she can reach them::

Lt. Peters
::Watches as engineeing goes into activity::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Traces of other life forms, or such, known or unknown?

Lt. Varek
XO: Sir, I think it would be wise for me to remain here and learn what I can about the intruder.

Ens D. Jones
:::finds minor glitch in one of the subsystems ::::

Lt. Peters
::Listens to background noise::

LtJG. Pang
::moans in sleep::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::motions to Ensign Desura, who comes over to assist::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: Please continue, you have the matter well in hand, report to me when you find anything of interest

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Guglaron: Lt. Thompson, is getting ready to do surgery on Pang, we'll know soon enough

Capt. Brinn
::thinks that after all the flurry, the sudden silence seems ominous::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she gives Pang a sedative, and then begins the procedure::

Lt. Lenor
CO: Scan are showing a plasma trail heading away from the station.... could be from another ship

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: Mmmm, thankyou, keep me posted please

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Any traces of the ship?

Lt. Varek
::sees that the creature before him is soaking wet::

Ens D. Jones
# Peters : Peters I have a minor glitch in one of my sub systems ...sending the data down to you 

Cmdr. Guglaron
::leaves the SB and returns to Bridge::

Villaina Trump II
::growls in sleep, starts to rouse::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods to Guglaron:: Aye sir

Lt. Peters
::Starts his own test on primaryweapons systems::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she is able to isolate the bleeding, and staunch the wound::

LtJG. Pang
::dreamless coma .... just as well::

Lt. Lenor
CO: trying to see if I can get it on long range sensors now.... 

Lt. Peters
#Jones:  Acknowledged.  Hows the problem showing itself?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::continues to scan and treat other patients::

Lt. Lenor
::continues long range scan::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO:  Lt. Pang is seriously injured, she is now recieving surgery.  the Intruder is captured and Lt. Varek is dealing with it

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron: acknowledged.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::Ensign Desura hands her tools, and monitors Pang's condition::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sits in chair and puffs to himself::

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  I think its best we assemble an AT.

LtJG. Pang
::dreams of a cat on her TAC console::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at CO::

Villaina Trump II
::opens her eyes and rotates her ears::

Lt. Varek
::waits for the intruder to regain consciousness::

Ens D. Jones
#Peters : Peters it is minor ..and might not be anything but I thought you would want to know as it concerns a backup for the power supply to the FC Station

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: an AT to the Station ?

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  ::gestures at the silent station::  Of course, to the station.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to surgery doors and looks in at Thompson doing surgery on Pang, thinking, she's in good hands::

LtJG. Quchant
::continues to run diags on Ops Console::

Lt. Lenor
CO: Unable to get ship on long range senors.... At the moment I am unable to tell what type ship it was.

Lt. Varek
::standing alone with the cat-woman behind force field. He is unarmed::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::after repairing the damage, she closes up, and lets Pang rest:: 

Lt. Peters
#Jones:  Thanks.  We'll get right on it.

Lt. Lenor
sensors.... sigh

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Lenor reports lifeless bodies there.

LtJG. Pang
::the cat digs claws in::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at PADD and notes Mission status:: CO: aye sir

Ens D. Jones
#Peters : Peters Thanks 

Villaina Trump II
::slowly sits up, hissing at Varek::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Acknowledged.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she pulls the hood back on her scrubs:: Praxton: She will be all right. She just needs to rest.

Lt. Peters
::Watches as FC data appears on console::

Lt. Varek
::stands at a distance not threatening in his posture::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Have you any Officers in mind for the AT

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::smiles at Thompson:: Great job, as usual.

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  You will lead the team.  Lenor will be on it, and Medical, Dr. Praxton.

Lt. Varek
::looks at the intruder with one eyebrow raised::

Capt. Brinn
Security will be needed.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Praxton/Guglaron: She should be away in about four hours.

LtJG. Pang
::in her dreams removes large cat from TAC console ... go away CAT ... this is TAC not CAT!::

Lt. Peters
::Notices unusual power spikes to FC console::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Praxton is very busy trying to save Pang at this time

Lt. Lenor
::looks at CO at the sound of her name... then goes back to work::

Lt. Varek
::extends his arms to the side, showing open palms facing forward::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she nods and smiles at Pang::

Capt. Brinn
::thinks it complicates things with Pang injured::

Villaina Trump II
::warily watches Varek, tail wipping back and forth:::

LtJG. Pang
::the cat jumps down ... much better::

LtJG. Quchant
::prepares AT gear::

Lt. Peters
::Decides he needs to go to the bridge to investigate the problem::

Ens D. Jones
:::glad of UPS at console :::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
{#} CO: Pang is out of surgery and resting, she'll be fine in a day or so

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron: I dislike interrupting Varek from his current activities.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she pulls off the scrubs, and puts them in the sanitation system::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I agree, I think he is enjoying it

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir...what do you need for the AT?

Lt. Varek
::studies the body language of the intruder to spot any aggressive movements::

LtJG. Pang
::begins to come round .... very sleepy::

Capt. Brinn
#Praxton: Excellent.  

LtJG. Pang
::feels sick::

Lt. Peters
Barnes:  I'm going to the bridge.  Keep on top of things down here.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks down at Pang and smiles::

Villaina Trump II
:::in a wary mode, but not agressive::

Lt. Lenor
::getting frustrated that she can't get anymore info for the captain::

LtJG. Pang
::vomits::

Lt. Peters
<Barnes>:  Yes Lt.  No problem ::Smiles::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: prepare standard Med Kits, scanners and tricorders, oh, and phasers to all AT Personne;

Lt. Varek
::tries to keep eye contact with the creature without making any sudden movements::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::whoops, grabs bowl::

LtJG. Pang
::comes to ... in a messy state::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands:: CO: Shall I ready the AT then

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  The makeup of the team will include yourself, Praxton, Lenor, and Peters, along with whatever security personnel we can spare.

Villaina Trump II
Varek: What do you want?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
:;wipes Pangs face::

LtJG. Quchant
::readies MedKits, Scanners, Tricorders and phasers::

Lt. Varek
::very softly and in an even tone:: intruder: Do you understand me?

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO :aye Sir

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Yes, do so.

LtJG. Pang
Doc:  Ooh dear .... sorry about that .... what happened?

Lt. Peters
::Thinks he's got a gorgeous smile.  Smiles back::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she leans back against a wall, and takes a breather::

Villaina Trump II
Varek: Yes

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: have that kit readied and sent to TR 1 please

Lt. Varek
::sees that as an answer::

LtJG. Quchant
Computer: Ready 6 phasers in TR1...Quchant Gamma 4 7

Lt. Lenor
CO: I just noticed something.... all the bodies are in one cargo bay on the station....

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Lt, Thompson had to do surgery on you

Lt. Varek
intruder: The real question is why are you aboard our ship? and why did you attack one of our crew?

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  If there are other personnel you think would be beneficial, there, please speak up.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she glances up upon hearing her name::

LtJG. Quchant
::gets ops ens to run the stuff to TR2::

LtJG. Pang
::smiles at Praxton :: Doc ... and I am ok now of course ...

Ens D. Jones
::::: Runs a more detailed diagnostic :::

Lt. Peters
::Heads for stores and collects a new EPS tap::

Cmdr. Guglaron
{~} Praxton , Lenor and Peters, go to TR1, prepare for AT Mission, meet me there

LtJG. Pang
::tries to grin at Thompson ...::

Villaina Trump II
Varek: Needed transport. Didn't want hurt.

LtJG. Quchant
<Ens Gofer>: Quchant: All Equipment ready in TR1

LtJG. Quchant
<Gofer>: Acknol.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she smiles as she walks over to Pang:: Pang: You'll be all right. Just be careful for the next couple of days.

Lt. Peters
#Gug:  Acknowledged.

Lt. Varek
intruder: Where are you going? Why not ask permission rather than sneak aboard?

Lt. Lenor
CO?

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir. Everything is ready for you

LtJG. Pang
Thompson: Thanks ... but I am really tired ....

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#XO: Aye sir, ::looks over to Thompson:: Thompson: Take over until I get back and take good care of Pang here ::smiles::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: well doine

Villaina Trump II
::Shrugs:: 

Lt. Peters
Barnes:  Maybe you should go to the bridge, instead ::sighs::

Lt. Lenor
XO: yes sir.... on my way

Lt. Peters
<Barnes>:  Yes sir.

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  There is an AT being assembled; I'd like you to be a part of it, if the intruder situation permits.

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#} Lenor, report to TR1 for AT mission please

Villaina Trump II
Varek: Lost ship. No money

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she nods, and then starts writing up the report on the surgery::

Lt. Peters
::Heads for TR1::{deck}

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::gets set up for AT::

LtJG. Pang
Thompson: Why did you have to operate?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::leaves the Bridge ::

Lt. Peters
#Jones:  Peters here.  LtJG Barnes will be handling your problem.  She should be on her way now.

Lt. Varek
#CO: Sir, I believe the intruder can wait. I do not believe there will be any further trouble. PErhaps the counselor should speak with our guest

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
TL: TR! {deck}

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Pang: You were bleeding internally. I had to stop it.

Ens D. Jones
::Reruns figures on orbit :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::enters TR1::

Lt. Peters
::arrives at TR1::

Lt. Lenor
::heads to TL.... hates when she is ignored::

Lt. Peters
::Notices the Klingon::

Lt. Varek
#CO: I will join the Away team, sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::Arrives at TR1::

Lt. Peters
Cmdr:  What's the AT objective?

LtJG. Pang
Thompson:: then I am glad it was you! ... there are some others I would not have been happy with ....::remembering stories::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Peters: Zee: so good to meet you again

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  You believe there is no threat then, from the intruder?  She won't break out of the secured area?

LtJG. Quchant
::hopes Pang gets better coz there is no one at Tac::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
XO: reporting as ordered sir.

Lt. Lenor
::enters TL::

Lt. Varek
::looks at the intruder:: intruder: We will not harm you, please do not attack any other crew or try to escape.

Lt. Peters
Gug:  You too, you big lug.

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she pats Pang's hand:: Pang: Hang in there. You'll be all right.

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  Report to TR1 then, Varek.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Praxton, Peters and Lenor::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods to AT::

Lt. Peters
Gug:  What is we are going to do?

Lt. Lenor
::quite upset that information she gave was not acknowlegded::

LtJG. Pang
Thompson:: but I should get back to duty ... how long here?

LtJG. Quchant
::readies Transporter co-ordinates for the bodies on the station::

Cmdr. Guglaron
AT: we are beaming over to the Station, all life signs are negative, no communication is possible

Lt. Varek
Intruder: I will return to speak with you later, until then I will leave instructions for you to be offered food and someone will check on you from time to time

Ens D. Jones
Captain : Captain because of a power glitch I need to make a slight "nudge " to the orbit 

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  I've decided to include Varek in the AT.  Please wait.

Lt. Lenor
::exits to TL goes to TR::

Lt. Varek
intruder: Do you have a name?

Villaina Trump II
::nods::

Capt. Brinn
Jones:  Make it so.

Cmdr. Guglaron
AT: we must assume they are either injured, attacked or not there

LtJG. Quchant
::wonders why command staff do not talk to Lt. Lenor::

Lt. Peters
::Grabs a portable eng. pack from storage, along with tricorder and phaser::

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Pang: You need to stay for at least four hours. And then we will reassess.

Villaina Trump II
Varek: Villaina Trump.

Ens D. Jones
:::adjusts orbit to compensate for erroneous data :::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::slings medkit on shoulder::

Lt. Lenor
::sees other... ::

Lt. Varek
::indicates the force field should be lowered to allow him exit, wary to stop the intruder from following::

Cmdr. Guglaron
AT: so, we must be alert, deploy a standard defensive posture, phaser set at stun and Lenor... immediate scans when we transport please

LtJG. Pang
::relieved:: Thompson : then I guess I'll take a nap ... I am pretty tired ...

Lt. Varek
::steps out and then reestablishes the force field::

LtJG. Pang
::closes eyes and dozes off::

Cmdr. Guglaron
AT: are you ready?

Lt. Peters
::Sets phaser to kill, I mean stun::

Villaina Trump II
::sits, dripping, on the bed::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::groans at the thought of using a phaser::

LtJG. Quchant
{#}XO: Ready to transport Sir

Lt. Aloran Thompson
Pang: Good idea. Sleep well.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: standby

Lt. Aloran Thompson
::she turns and walks into the office::

Lt. Varek
::heads for Transporter room::

Capt. Brinn
#Lt. Lenor:  Did you have information that is of potential importance?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::checks charge on phaser anyway and sets it to heavy stun::

Lt. Varek
#CO: the intruder's name is Villaina Trump, please have the counselor check on her

Lt. Peters
::Waits for transport::

Lt. Varek
::arrives at TR::

Ens D. Jones
:::reruns scan of near and far space checking for objects or ships ::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sets phaser to stun, heaves a deep sigh and readies himself::

Capt. Brinn
#Varek, I will.  

Lt. Varek
::steps onto transporter pad, setting his own phaser to stun::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::steps onto Transporter Padd:: AT: Are you ready then?

Capt. Brinn
#Counselor:  You may wish to have a little chat with our guest.

Lt. Lenor
#CO: All the bodies are in one location... the Cargo Bay...

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::grabs medical tricorder out of pack and holds it ready::

Lt. Varek
XO: ready, sir

Ens D. Jones
:::plots results into the database to be watched :::

Lt. Peters
::Nods at Gug::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods::

LtJG. Tharrn
Brinn: I am on my way, Captain ::winks::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: thanx

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: engage

LtJG. Quchant
::transports AT to cargo bay on station:: {Transporter}

Capt. Brinn
#Lenor:  I caught that.  I'd suggest the AT will start there, though that is Guglaron's call.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::arrives on Space Station::
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THE AT IS MET WITH A SCENE OF INDESCRIBABLE HORROR....A LARGE HEAP OF BODIES LIFELESS AND LOOKING "DRAINED" IN THE CARGO BAY

LtJG. Tharrn
::enters TL:: TL: Brigg. {deck}

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at bodies::
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